Electronic-resonance-enhanced (ERE) coherent antiStokes Raman scattering (CARS) measurements of nitric oxide (NO) were performed using a three-color CARS technique. In this dual-pump technique, the second pump beam is an ultraviolet laser beam with a frequency tuned into electronic resonance with specific transitions in the NO molecule. The technique that we have demonstrated is a variant of the dual-pump CARS technique developed for the simultaneous detection of two species [1, 2] . The first pump and the Stokes beam are visible laser beams with frequencies far from resonance with the A
Introduction
Electronic-resonance-enhanced (ERE) coherent antiStokes Raman scattering (CARS) measurements of nitric oxide (NO) were performed using a three-color CARS technique. In this dual-pump technique, the second pump beam is an ultraviolet laser beam with a frequency tuned into electronic resonance with specific transitions in the NO molecule. The technique that we have demonstrated is a variant of the dual-pump CARS technique developed for the simultaneous detection of two species [1, 2] . The first pump and the Stokes beam are visible laser beams with frequencies far from resonance with the A 2 Σ + -X 2 Π electronic transition.
The second pump beam at frequency ω 3 is at or near electronic resonance. This wide separation of the frequencies ω 1 and ω 3 of the two pump beams distinguishes our technique from previous ERE CARS experiments [3] [4] [5] , which have been performed with the same laser frequency for both pump beams, and with both the pump and Stokes beams at or near electronic resonance.
In some cases, three laser frequencies, all in or near electronic resonance, have been used in ERE CARS experiments [6, 7] .
Experimental System
The experimental system for the ERE CARS measurements of NO is shown in Fig. 1 . The pump source for the ω 1 pump beam was a Continuum Model Powerlite 9010 injection-seeded, Q -switched Nd:YAG laser with a repetition rate of 10 Hz, pulse length of approximately 7 ns, and pulse energy for the 532-nm output of approximately 750 mJ. The 532-nm output was also used to pump a Continuum Model ND6000 narrowband, tunable dye laser to produce the Stokes beam (ω 2 ) at a wavelength near 590 nm with a frequency bandwidth of approximately 0.08 cm -1 . The 355-nm third-harmonic output of a Continuum Model Powerlite 8010 Nd:YAG laser was used to pump a second Continuum Model ND6000 dye laser to produce tunable laser radiation at a wavelength of 472 nm. The 472-nm output of the dye laser was frequency-doubled to 236 nm using a beta barium borate (β-BBO) crystal to produce the ultraviolet pump beam at frequency ω 3 with an estimated frequency bandwidth of 0.2-0.3 cm -1 . The CARS signal was generated using a threedimensionally phase-matched arrangement as shown in Fig. 2 . The pulse energies for the 532-nm, 590-nm, and 236-nm beams at the CARS probe volume were typically 30 mJ, 20 mJ, and 1 mJ, respectively. The CARS focusing lens had a focal length of 300 mm. After passing through the ERE CARS probe volume, the pump, Stokes, and CARS signal beams were recollimated using a 300-mm-focal-length lens. The 532-nm pump and Stokes beams were directed into beam dumps. The 236-nm pump beam was directed into a Molectron J3-05 Joulemeter to measure the ultraviolet pulse energy. The ERE CARS signal was directed through an aperture and four 45-degree incidence, 215-nm dielectric mirrors. The 215-nm mirrors were used at zero degree incidence and had approximately 70% transmittance at 226 nm but less than 1% transmittance at 236-nm. These mirrors served as spectral filters and enabled us reduce significantly the background from the 236-nm scattered light. The ERE CARS signal beam was then focused onto the entrance slit of a SPEX 0.5-m spectrometer, and a Hamamatsu Model R166 solar-blind-photomultiplier was used to detect the 226-nm ERE CARS signal. The ERE CARS signals and the ultraviolet pulse energies were recorded on a shot-by-shot basis using gated integrators while either the Stokes dye laser or the ultraviolet pump dye laser were scanned under computer control.
Polarization techniques [8] were used to suppress the nonresonant four-wave mixing background signal. Both the 532-nm pump beam and the Stokes beams were linearly polarized with the polarization axis at 60 degrees to the vertical. The ultraviolet pump beam was vertically polarized. For this polarization arrangement the resonant CARS signal is generated with a nearly vertical polarization, while the nonresonant background is linearly polarized at 30 degrees to t he vertical. An α-BBO polarizer was placed in the signal channel with its transmission axis perpendicular to the polarization of the nonresonant background. This resulted in a significant
Fig.2. ERE CARS three-dimensional phase-matching arrangement with ultraviolet pump beam.
reduction in the intensity of the nonresonant background. The ERE CARS signal intensity was also reduced, but overall the signal-to-noise ratio for the ERE CARS signal was significantly increased.
Results and Discussion
The effect of electronic resonance enhancement is illustrated by the dramatic change in the NO CARS spectrum as the wavelength of the ultraviolet pump beam λ 3 is changed from 237.3 nm to 237 nm. The NO spectra for λ 3 ultraviolet pump beam frequency ω 3 at fixed Raman shift δ R = ω 1 -ω 2 are shown in Fig. 6 . The scan was performed on a mixture of 1000 ppm of NO in a buffer gas of N 2 . The cell was at room temperature, approximately 300 K, and at a pressure of 130 kPa. The spectrum was modeled using a perturbative ERE CARS analysis [3, 7, 9, 10] . The basic equation for the CARS susceptibility is given by [9] ( ) ( ) resonance, i.e., the Raman cross section. The Sandia CARS code [11] was modified for the ERE CARS calculations and the NO spectral data was obtained from the spectroscopic database code LIFBASE [12] . Highresolution CARS spectroscopy of the NO molecule has been reported previously by Laane and Kiefer [13] and by Lempert et al. [14] . The square root of the CARS intensity is plotted in Fig. 6 versus the theoretical enhancement factor, the square root of the ratio of the calculated CARS intensity for the ultraviolet pump frequency and the calculated CARS intensity for a ω 3 = 18,797 cm -1 (λ 3 = 532 nm). As can be seen from Fig. 3 , there is good agreement between theory and experiment and we observe an enhancement factor of nearly 200 at the peak of the Q 1 (9.5) line. The spectral line assignments in Fig. 6 can be understood by examination of Fig. 7 . The main-branch electronic resonances, Q 1 (9.5), R 1 (9.5), and P 1 (9.5) will be predominant in the spectrum when the Raman Q-branch transition between the J = 9.5 = N+0.5 levels in the (1,0) band in the X 2 Π state is probed. The occurrence of the Q 2 (8.5), R 2 (8.5), and P 2 (8.5) lines in the same scan indicates that the Raman Q-branch transition between the J = 8.5 = N-0.5 levels in the (1,0) band occurs at nearly the same Raman shift.
Comparison between theory and experiment is complicated by the noise in the spectrum resulting from the multi-mode frequency structure of the 236-nm and 590-nm beams. It is also complicated by the short lifetime of the LDS 490 laser dye that was used to produce the 472-nm beam, resulting in a continuous decrease in the 236-nm laser power over the course of the spectral scans. Despite this, we are able to reproduce the major spectral features of the experimental data for a very wide range of ultraviolet pump laser scans with fixed Stokes frequency, using only two constant frequency offset parameters for the ω 2 and ω 3 beams. There appears to be significant saturation of the ultraviolet transition, because it was necessary to increase the spectral width of the ultraviolet pump laser to a value of 6 cm -1 to obtain good agreement between the experimental and theoretical width of the resonance lines. This increase in ultraviolet pump spectral width decreased the theoretical susceptibility enhancement factor by more than a factor of 10 as shown in Fig. 8 . According to the perturbative theory calculation, a peak s usceptibility enhancement factor of almost 4000 will be observed for the same scan as was recorded for Fig. 6 for an ultraviolet pump bandwidth of 0.2 cm -1 rather than the 6.0 cm -1 that was needed to fit the experimental spectrum.
Good agreement between theory and experiment was also achieved for spectra obtained when the Stokes laser was scanned. A typical spectrum from a gas mixture with 1000 ppm NO is shown in Fig. 9 . Despite the fact that saturation or Stark broadening of the electronic transition reduced the susceptibility enhancement factor by approximately an order of magnitude, an ERE CARS signal from a gas cell with an NO concentration of 100 ppm at a total pressure of 540 Torr was acquired with a signal-to-noise ratio of greater than 10. A typical spectrum from the 100-ppm gas mixture is shown in Fig.  9 . Polarization CARS for sensitive measurements of NO in plasmas has been reported by Doerk et al. [15] and by Pott et al. [16] . In the measurements reported by Pott et al. [16] , a detection limit of 200 ppm NO at room temperature and pressure buffer gas is claimed, but in the published CARS spectrum for this condition the NO signal is just barely discernable from the background signal.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated the detection of ERE CARS signals from NO in concentrations as low as 100 ppm with an estimated detection limit perhaps a factor of ten lower than this number. Spectral scans were obtained with a fixed Stokes frequency as the ultraviolet pump frequency was varied, and with a fixed ultraviolet pump frequency as the Stokes frequency was varied. Good agreement between theory and experiment was obtained for both these cases. The use of the dual-pump ERE CARS technique allows us to separate clearly the process by which the Raman coherence is induced in the medium from the ERE process where the Raman coherence is probed with a second pump beam. The separation of these two processes simplifies considerably the theoretical modeling of the ERE CARS process, and may enable very sensitive, selective detection of small polyatomic molecules in flames and plasmas. For   Fig. 9 . ERE CARS spectrum from a mixture of 100 ppm NO in a buffer gas of N 2 . The Stokes dye laser was scanned and the ultraviolet pump laser frequency was fixed. Fig. 10 . ERE CARS spectrum from a mixture of 100 ppm NO in a buffer gas of N 2 . The Stokes dye laser was scanned and the ultraviolet pump laser frequency was fixed.
example, the acetylene molecule is an excellent candidate for sensitive ERE CARS detection because of its strong Raman transitions and electronic resonances near 226 nm. Because the visible beams can be used to create a state of maximal coherence for the Raman polarization, the sensitivity of this dual-pump ERE CARS technique should be nearly high as for techniques where all the beams are in electronic resonance. The successful implementation of the ERE CARS technique for NO is a first and very significant step towards FAST CARS detection of biological molecules of interest [17] .
